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1 Lone Pine, Oalif a,
,' May! 15. 1945. '

Nature. Beyer :

It was, indeed, a real pleasure to receive your letter, filled
as it-io,with the signs of sincerity and aspiration . Indeed; it *an not presumptino5,
to write . A writer'of a boc, particularly one with a serious ;purpose,
naturally wishes to know 'what the book . may mean to the reader . • Does it
actually serve the end intended, or does it give a meaning quite other 1k
than the writer had in mind? Language does not mean the same to all 'pep
people . So the writer naturally wishes to know what his work has meant. `
I value your letter .

Ya'ur letter . naturally impresses you upon my consci'bueness° . Do not in
Pear, the aspirant-is guarded . You say you have been seeking guidance
and that it came through the book . Does that-not at ow,~thatjthere ere
unseen ,forces 'which work? No aspirant, i's, unobserved -though he may, : know
little of the fact or,how it is. done . If you will ut.the book aright,
and you seem to have done so', you will find the real ME through it . The
book itself is an . incarnation, in a certain myeterious`eense

Your use of the words s Orest-.Jewel "-suggest -that you**heve--been'.a
reader of the reallyy,serious,literature' devoted to the,-Realization .
Remember the words in the 'Orest .Jewel" of Shankara that desire for
Liberation, though weak 'will bearPruit F No' ePPor`t~'in . thus direction - .~
is lost . But progress' is proportional to the astiration and effrt .
In the end, one offers all of this life to the Life Eternal . ','The' offer- {
ing will be accepted when the Hour :etrikes . The,-New Born to be'nhould
wait, alert for the striking of the Hour, which ma y be at}any time .

P erhaps we shall know more of you in the days to come .,

'Sincerely yours,
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San Fernando ¢ f
` ' .. . .,June ll ~ 19456

Dear Mgrs, Bey'er!

Your last letter particular-1,y impressed. both
r're4. errell-Wolff ~c .nd myself, Yes, Indeed, you may write
when you feel limed 1I that will be of help to you. I cwrever=
I am not a very go c. correspondent and may not answer then it
does not seen , neco; nary, as you ouggeot, That is, I may not
answer t,hrouSh a written letter ,hut I can speak in other
way In an, case, always look within 'or the me t Important
part of the anewer3 whether there to a letter or not . In
truth ' I abide, not here in this outer realm but in an Inner
World . those who seek within their inmost depths will find
HE ; . The personal app©aranaer or inoarnat ons among ren are
but shadows of M :4 You need have no fear , but just be patient,
You, do well, being faithful to your duty.

Yes, the call of nature is atrong in tine heart or the mystic.,,
fang times one finds references to this in the literature, In
Isolation In nature the Inner Voice is more easily heard, One
can feel there something of the Eternal Rhythm which is harder
to find In the stresses and strains of social life . So long
as a duty is not' nogleoted, it ? s Good to listen to the call
of nature..

He who reads "pathways through to Space" commands r `r attention
If he receives It as something having weaning in his life, Th.'s
is .true w Atther= this personality of mine dviells In this world
or not, and whether this personal consciousness knows of it or
not:,. One may not v rite books of that kind and abo,ndo r. them.,

sincerely yours,

Franklin Merroll-Wolff


